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ABSTRACT: Nanoscopic lamellae of centrosymmetric ferro-
magnetic alloys have recently been reported to host the
biskyrmion spin texture; however, this has been disputed as
the misidentication of topologically trivial type-II magnetic
bubbles. Here we demonstrate resonant soft X-ray holographic
imaging of topological magnetic states in lamellae of the
centrosymmetric alloy (Mn1−xNix)0.65Ga0.35 (x = 0.5), showing
the presence of magnetic stripes evolving into single core
magnetic bubbles. We observe rotation of the stripe phase via
the nucleation and destruction of disclination defects. This
indicates the system behaves as a conventional uniaxial ferromagnet. By utilizing the holography with extended reference by
autocorrelation linear differential operator (HERALDO) method, we show tilted holographic images at 30° incidence
confirming the presence of type-II magnetic bubbles in this system. This study demonstrates the utility of X-ray imaging
techniques in identifying the topology of localized structures in nanoscale magnetism.
KEYWORDS: MnNiGa, X-ray holography, biskyrmion, topological magnetism, type-II bubble

The study of nanoscopic topological magnetization
textures such as skyrmions, merons, and domain walls
has led to the discovery of emergent physical

phenomena, which indicates their potential applications in
advanced spintronic devices.1−4 Chiral magnets, such as the
B20 helimagnets, commonly host skyrmions due to competi-
tion between the Dzyaloshinskii−Moriya interaction (DMI)
and ferromagnetic exchange interaction.5 However, topologi-
cally nontrivial spin textures have also been reported in
centrosymmetric magnets, which lack DMI, arising due to
long-range dipolar forces and uniaxial magnetocrystalline
anisotropy.6

The formation of magnetic bubble domains in such uniaxial
magnets is well documented. Thiele showed in 1969 that
magnetic stripe domains will spontaneously form in lamellae of
arbitrary thicknesses, if the uniaxial anisotropy coefficient, Ku,
exceeds the stray field energy coefficient, Kd.

7 This can be

represented by the inequality > 1K
K

u

d
.8 Under an increasing

out-of-plane magnetic field, these stripes contract and rupture,
ultimately forming cylindrical bubble domains. If the domain
wall of a bubble has a singular continuous winding, then it is
topologically identical to a skyrmion and known as a type-I
bubble (Figure 1a).9 However, the lack of a symmetry breaking
interaction, such as DMI, in centrosymmetric magnets means
that there is no global chirality imposed for spin textures and

allows structures such as Bloch lines to stabilize within domain
walls, forming other topological configurations.10 A bubble
formed of two half circular domain walls with opposite
chirality, connected at Bloch lines, has no global winding and is
known as a type-II bubble (Figure 1c).11 These differences can
be classified by the topological winding number, N = (1/
4π)∫m·(∂xm × ∂ym)dxdy, which counts the number of times
the mapping of a spin configuration, m, wraps the unit sphere.
Type-I bubbles are defined by N = 1, whereas topologically
trivial states such as type-II bubbles and stripes exhibit N = 0.
Such differences carry profound consequences for the
energetics and transport dynamics of the respective topological
classes.12 The intense research efforts surrounding topological
magnetism has also led to reports of more exotic objects in
centrosymmetric systems, such as the biskyrmion, a bound pair
of skyrmions with opposing chirality, characterized by N = 2
(Figure 1e).13
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The properties of nanoscopic magnetization textures are
dominated by local features, such as dislocations and defects in
the magnetic state, which cannot be examined via reciprocal
space measurements, compelling the use of real-space imaging
techniques to fully characterize their behavior.14,15 Electron-
based transmission imaging techniques, including Lorentz
transmission electron microscopy (LTEM)16,17 and electron
holography,18,19 are commonly used to map topological spin
textures in thin film samples, primarily due to their high spatial
resolution of 2−5 nm.20 Electrons are sensitive to components
of the magnetic flux density in the plane normal to their
incident direction, creating a depth-averaged projection of the
in-plane field following the entire path of the electrons,
including stray fields above and below the sample. This
approach enabled real-space imaging of magnetic skyrmions.21

In 2014, the observation of biskyrmions in nanoscopic lamellae

of the centrosymmetric systems La2−2xSr1+2xMn2O7 (x =
0.315) (LSMO)22 and (Mn1−xNix)0.65Ga0.35 (x = 0.5)
(MnNiGa)23,24 was reported using LTEM. However, it was
subsequently proposed that reports of biskyrmions had
misidentified topologically trivial type-II magnetic bubbles,
due to the similarity of their respective LTEM projections.25,26

Resonant X-ray holography is a complementary transmission
imaging technique, which encodes a sample’s magnetization
components parallel with the incident X-ray beam, by utilizing
the element-specific X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
effect.27,28 As this method is directly sensitive to the
magnetization components of a texture, the twin core structure
of a biskyrmion would be easily distinguished from the single
core type I or type II bubbles. Holography techniques capture
the interference of a reference wave with a coherent beam of
circularly polarized light, scattered through the sample,29 which
is then Fourier transformed to reconstruct a real space
projection of the out-of-plane magnetization. The holography
with extended reference by autocorrelation linear differential
operator (HERALDO) implementation uses the sharp edges of
an extended slit to form the reference wave,30−33 which
produces images with a resolution set by the sharpness of the
slit edge and makes it possible to tilt a sample relative to the
incoming beam, while maintaining the reference wave intensity
(Figure 2).34 Imaging at off-normal incidence allows in-plane
components of the magnetization to be examined, from which
the chiralities of topological magnetic textures can be inferred
(Figure 1g). Figure 1 shows the expected X-ray imaging
projection of type-I and -II bubbles and biskyrmions at normal
incidence and 30° off-normal incidence. While the projections
at normal incidence for type-I and type-II bubbles are identical,
they can be distinguished by imaging at off-normal angles. The
singular winding of the type-I bubble creates an anisotropic
response due to domain wall components pointing in opposite
directions about the core. The type-II bubble is symmetric
about the horizontal axis and therefore has an isotropic
response when tilted about the vertical axis.
In this study we present resonant X-ray holographic images

of MnNiGa lamellae, demonstrating that the system behaves as
a conventional uniaxial ferromagnet, hosting magnetic stripes,
which rupture into single core bubbles. We observe field
induced rotation of the stripe phase via the nucleation and
destruction of disclination defects. The HERALDO method is
used to demonstrate that the magnetic bubbles have a type-II
structure, by performing off-normal imaging, providing further
evidence to support claims that earlier reports of biskyrmions
had misidentified these topologically trivial bubbles.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION
Holographic images of a disordered bubble state produced at
the Mn-L3 (637 eV) and Ni-L3 (852 eV) absorption edges are
shown in Figure 3a,b. Domains of blue and red represent out-
of-plane magnetization toward and away from the reader, while
white regions indicate net magnetization entirely in the plane
of the sample. The energies of both absorption edges were
confirmed by performing small-angle X-ray scattering energy
scans. Figure 3c,d shows the corresponding X-ray absorption
spectra and equivalently normalized magnetic scattering
intensity as a function of the energy, for a remanent stripe
state at 300 K. Resonant X-ray techniques allow element
specific magnetic imaging, and the image similarity exhibited in
Figure 3a,b indicates the same magnetic structure, within
resolution limits. This demonstrates equivalent magnetic

Figure 1. X-ray imaging projections of magnetic bubbles. (a, b) X-
ray imaging projection of a type-I magnetic bubble at normal
incidence and tilted 30° about the vertical axis, respectively.
Arrows indicate the in-plane magnetization components at normal
incidence. (c, d) Equivalent projections of a type-II bubble. (e, f)
Equivalent projections of a biskyrmion. (g) Schematic of the off-
normal transmission scattering geometry.
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ordering on the Mn and Ni sites in MnNiGa, allowing future
studies to more accurately model such systems.
The difference in X-ray wavelengths corresponding to the

two absorption edges also causes an increased spatial
resolution in the Ni image, by a scale factor of ENi/EMn =
852/636 ≈ 1.33. A spatial resolution of 23 ± 4 nm was
achieved at the Mn-L3 edge and 17 ± 4 nm at the Ni-L3 edge.
Despite the greater spatial resolution at the Ni edge, the larger
magnetic moment of Mn results in a greater scattering
intensity, producing a more favorable signal-to-noise ratio in

the reconstructed holographic images. Therefore, all following
images were produced at the Mn-L3 edge.
Figure 4 shows the sample in an increasing out-of-plane

magnetic field. These images were collected by zero field
cooling from above the Curie temperature (Tc = 340 ± 5 K),
to 300 K, and then increasing the magnetic field at fixed
temperature. The first image was collected at zero field and
shows a series of stripe domains with a periodicity of 275 ± 6
nm (Figure 4a). In uniaxial magnets the stripe period is
typically determined by a balance of the domain wall energy

Figure 2. Schematic of the HERALDO imaging process and sample configuration. (a) HERALDO reconstruction process, showing coherent
X-rays incident on the sample and reference slit, which diffract and interfere to form a hologram on the CCD. A differential filter in the
direction of the slit is then applied, followed by a Fourier transform to reconstruct the real space image, an example of which is shown on the
right. (b) HERALDO sample configuration, showing a lamella mounted onto a Si3N4 window. A gold mask is used to form the sample
aperture and reference slit.

Figure 3. Element specific imaging and energy spectra. (a, b) X-ray holographic images of the same disordered bubble state at 300 K and 100
mT, produced at the Mn-L3 and Ni-L3 edges, respectively. Scale bar ticks represent 370 nm. (c) X-ray absorption spectra (−ln(I/I0), where I
is the transmitted intensity and I0 is the unattenuated beam intensity) and magnetic scattering intensity at the Mn-L3 edge, produced by
small-angle X-ray scattering measurements. (d) X-ray absorption spectra and magnetic scattering intensity at the Ni-L3 edge, produced by
small-angle X-ray scattering measurements.
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and the local demagnetizing energy.35 The observed stripe
period here is within the range of length scales expected for the
corresponding energies and is therefore consistent with
MnNiGa behaving as a conventional uniaxial ferromagnet.25

The stripe phase here is also characterized by a zero net
magnetization at remanence and, hence, zero global demagnet-
izing field. Figure 4e shows a line profile of this state taken
orthogonal to the stripe direction, from the region marked by a
dashed line in Figure 4a. In bulk uniaxial magnets the profile of
a 180° Bloch wall is given byMz(r) =Ms tanh(r/δ0), where r is
the vector distance from the center of the wall, Ms is the
saturation magnetization, and δ0 is the characteristic domain

wall width, given by δ = A
K0

u
, where A is the exchange

stiffness.36 In samples with significant shape anisotropy, this
profile is modified due to magnetostatic interactions; however,
it is not possible to distinguish such models with the attained
resolution.37 The profile is consistent with a repeating
hyperbolic tangent domain wall size of 47 ± 5 nm.
As the out-of-plane magnetic field is applied to the sample,

domains parallel to the magnetic field favor expansion, while
the domains antiparallel favor contraction. Figure 4e shows the
line profile of the stripe structure at 150 mT; there is a clear
expansion of the parallel domains, forming solitonic domains
akin to the helical distortions observed in helimagnets.38 As the
domain walls retain their characteristic length, it is not possible
for the antiparallel stripe domains to continuously shrink to
arbitrary thicknesses, which forces a change in the periodicity
of the system as the parallel domains grow. This is summarized
in Figure 4f, as the antiparallel domain size undergoes a step-
like reduction at 100 mT and then remains constant within
error as the stripe period grows. The corresponding measure-
ments are marked on Figure 4e.
In finite size magnetic films the existence of an energy

barrier between stripe states with differing numbers of domains
forbids a continuous change in the period of the stripes.39 For

ordered stripe domains this induces tension in the magnetic
state, which can relax in the form of a kink or translational
instability. However, the presence of magnetic dislocation
defects greatly modifies this behavior. Dikshtein et al. argue
that magnetic dislocations, which disrupt translational order,
increase the entropy of the system, and at finite temperatures
their nucleation, annihilation, and translation facilitate the
relaxation of the stripe state in uniaxial magnets under
changing fields and temperatures.40 Figure 4a shows the
existence of three positive disclinations, where a stripe ends
and is wrapped by the surrounding domain, and one negative
disclination, where three different stripe orientations meet.
These are indicated by purple and green circles, respectively.
The angles subtended by the domains projecting from the
negative disclination are 136 ± 5°, 142 ± 5°, and 80 ± 5°,
suggesting these directions are not coupled to the hexagonal
structure of MnNiGa, where we would expect subtended
angles in multiples of 60°. As the global state evolves under
increasing magnetic field, there is a reduction in the number of
disclinations, as they annihilate or move beyond the field of
view. Such entities are topological defects, and it should be
noted that while such dislocations can exist in the helical states
of archetypal skyrmion-hosting systems, they have not been
observed to mediate domain-based phase transitions in such
systems.41,42

As the field is increased beyond 200 mT, the stripe domains
seen in Figure 4 evolve into magnetic bubbles, as shown in
Figure 5. The breaking behavior exhibited, where a stripe splits,
forming two separate domains, can be considered as a
topological process as each break locally forms two N = 1/2
topological structures, which cap the newly formed domains.43

These caps are observed to be thicker in radius than the
remaining stripe, and this is likely a result of the domain wall
growing to reduce its curvature which would otherwise impose
a high energy cost. As the antiparallel domains contract they
form elliptical bubbles and ultimately circular domains, which

Figure 4. Field evolution of magnetic stripe domains. (a−d) Holographic images showing the evolution of a zero field cooled state of
magnetic stripes evolving under an increasing out-of-plane magnetic field at 0, 75, 150, and 200 mT, respectively. Holograms were produced
at normal incidence to the sample. Positive and negative disclinations in the state are marked with purple and green circles. (e) Line profiles
taken from the regions indicated by dotted lines in holograms (a) and (c). Circular markers indicate 0 mT, and triangular markers indicate
150 mT. Profiles are offset by 1 for clarity. Error bars are not visible on this scale. (f) Evolution of the stripe period and antiparallel domain
size as a function of the out-of-plane magnetic field. These spacings were measured between the corresponding markers shown on panel (e)
and similarly for other fields.
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we identify as magnetic bubbles, as seen in Figure 5c. These
bubbles are formed of two N = 1/2 caps, making the isolated
domain topologically identical to an N = 1 skyrmion, in the
case the caps are of the same chirality, and an N = 0 type-II
bubble, in the case the caps have opposite chirality.
Significantly, these bubbles exhibit a single core domain
structure, and while this is consistent with type-I and type-II
magnetic bubble domains, it is not indicative of a biskyrmion
texture. Theoretical models of uniaxial ferromagnets predict
that, above a critical applied field, a first-order phase transition
from stripes to a hexagonally ordered single core bubble state
occurs.35 Our observations indicate magnetic behavior
consistent with a conventional uniaxial ferromagnet and not
an exotic biskyrmion system.
Early experimental reports on MnNiGa also claimed that the

biskyrmion/bubble density in a sample can be enhanced
greatly by following a field cooling procedure.24 Figure 6a
shows the resultant high density bubble state from field cooling
with 87 mT applied out-of-plane from above Tc to 300 K and
then removing the field. The radius of bubbles in such a lattice
expand with decreasing magnetic field,25 and at zero field the
state also shows zero net magnetization within error. Figure 6c
shows a magnified region of the sample, where a white tail
persisting in a single direction between bubbles is visible. This
has previously been discussed as evidence of an in-plane

magnetization component, indicative of type-II bubbles.25

Figure 5e also shows there is a preferential orientation of the
low density elliptical bubbles; however, the in-plane structure
of the magnetic bubble’s domain wall cannot be determined by
X-ray imaging at normal incidence.
We determined the complete structure of these bubbles by

tilting the sample, in order to align components of the in-plane
magnetization with the incoming beam. Tilting was performed
on the zero field bubbles in order to prevent field perturbations
to the state. Figure 6b shows this state after tilting about the

Figure 5. Continued evolution of the stripe domains as a function
of the magnetic field. (a−d) Holographic images of stripes
rupturing and forming magnetic bubble domains at 225, 250,
263, and 284 mT. Holograms were produced at normal incidence
to the sample. (e) Radial plot showing the aspect ratio and long
axis orientation of the elliptical bubbles formed as a function of the
out-of-plane magnetic field.

Figure 6. Normal and tilted imaging of the dense bubble lattice.
(a) Holographic image of the field cooled bubble state at normal
incidence. (b) Holographic image of the field cooled magnetic
state projected after 30° tilt about the vertical axis. (c) Magnified
region of image (a). (d) Equivalent magnified region of the sample
projected after 30° tilt about the vertical axis. (e) Line profiles
taken of the bubble projection in (c) following the white dashed
lines in these figures. The left offset is the experimental data, and
the right offset is the model profile for a single bubble. (f)
Corresponding line profile of the magnetic bubbles at 30°
incidence is left offset, and line profile of the corresponding
model type-I and type-II projections for a single bubble shown in
Figure 2 are shown as dashed and dotted-dashed lines,
respectively.
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vertical image axis by θ = 30°, and Figure 6d shows the
corresponding magnified region. Vertical line profiles taken
from the respective magnified images shown in Figure 6e,f
indicate there is a clear symmetric contraction of the bubble
cores after tilting, consistent with the two domain walls of
opposite chirality. This closely matches the inset model type-II
projection taken from Figure 1 and is inconsistent with the
type-I state. These model projections assume a magnetization
texture which is uniform across the sample thickness and are
calculated for 200 nm thick lamellae. It must be noted that
while qualitative features such as the symmetric signal of a
type-II bubble are retained, the exact details of such
projections are highly dependent on the relative orientation
of any anisotropic bubble to the tilt axis, in addition to the
sample thickness; a more detailed analysis is given in the SI. It
would be possible to further confirm the conclusions of these
observations by tilting to θ = −30° and observing a symmetric
expansion of the type-II bubbles. These off-normal incident
imaging methods point the way toward future tomographic
and laminographic imaging in which the full three-dimensional
magnetization vector field is reconstructed from a series of
projections.44

A further advantage of photon-based imaging techniques is
the freedom of the sample environment; in contrast to
electron-based techniques, electric and magnetic fields can be
applied in any direction relative to the sample without
deflecting the probe beam.45 Figure 7 shows the evolution of
a disordered stripe and bubble phase at normal incidence, in an
increasing magnetic field applied 45° face normal, with the in-
plane component of the field in the right horizontal direction
of the image. Under such conditions the out-of-plane field
component causes domains with parallel magnetization to be
energetically favored; however, the in-plane component of the
field also causes it to be energetically favorable for in-plane
magnetization structures, such as the domain walls, to align
with that component of the applied field. This procedure has

previously been used to preferentially produce type-II bubbles
in amorphous Fe/Gd multilayers, as it becomes energetically
favorable for the in-plane magnetization on either side of a
domain wall to align with the in-plane field component.46 The
images show the expected expansion of blue domains, while
the domain walls show a clear rotation toward horizontal
ordering. As discussed above, the reorientation of the system is
strongly mediated by the translation and transitioning of
magnetic dislocations. Two types of dislocation transitions are
observed: the annihilation of two defects and the trans-
formation of one type of defect to another. Several instances of
transforming dislocations are highlighted with colored circles,
and each marked incidence represents a transition undergone
by a red domain bifurcation. Green circles mark pairs of defects
in the frame preceding their annihilation, and purple circles
mark the location of a dislocation in the frame preceding its
transition to a different type of dislocation, which is marked by
orange in the following frame. A limited number of transitions
have been highlighted for clarity. The lower region of Figure
7b,c shows the annihilation of two such defects, locally
establishing longer ordered stripe domains. However, the most
commonly observed type of transition is the breaking of a red
domain bifurcation, forming a blue domain bifurcation. This
process can also be considered as the formation of a N = 1/2
domain cap on the red domains, as discussed above, which
facilitates the transition of isolated blue bubble domains, to
isolated red bubble domains.47 It should be noted that the
observed field-induced reorientation of the stripe domains
does not occur in the helical states of skyrmion hosting
systems, and the formation of elliptical bubbles shown in
Figure 7g,h is also atypical of a skyrmionic system.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, nanoscopic single core magnetic bubbles have
been imaged within lamellae of MnNiGa using X-ray
holography. Tilted imaging was performed in order to measure

Figure 7. Evolution of a disordered stripe phase coexisting with several magnetic bubbles, in an increasing magnetic field applied 45° face
normal, with the in-plane component of the field in the right horizontal direction of the image. (a−h) Holographic images with the applied
magnetic field marked on each subfigure. The transformations of several magnetic dislocations are highlighted by colored circles, with
purple marking the locations of dislocation before a transition and orange marking newly formed dislocations after a transition. Green
circles mark pairs of dislocations in the frame preceding their annihilation. There are additional magnetic dislocations, which are not
highlighted. Scale bar ticks indicate 500 nm.
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the in-plane structure of these bubbles, which were shown to
have a topologically trivial type-II structure. These measure-
ments are inconsistent with the biskyrmion state that has been
previously proposed. The evolution of stripe domains was
tracked as a function of the magnetic field, with magnetic
disclinations facilitating the relaxation of the striped state.
These stripes ruptured above a critical field, forming single
core magnetic bubble domains, consistent with previous work
on conventional uniaxial magnets. By applying a magnetic field
with both in- and out-of-plane field components, the evolution
of a disordered stripe and bubble state was observed to be
strongly mediated by local defects. This indicates the
importance of such imaging studies in understanding the
local properties of nanoscopic magnetic systems, if nanoscale
topological magnetism is to be implemented effectively in
advanced technologies.

METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Sample Synthesis. Polycrystalline samples of MnNiGa were

prepared by arc-melting stoichiometric amounts of manganese
(99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich), nickel (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) powders, and
gallium shots (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) in an arc furnace under a (5 N)
argon atmosphere. A 2 % molar excess of Mn was added to
compensate for losses during the arc-melting procedure. These
buttons were annealed in a vacuum at 800 °C for 1 week before being
quenched in water to retain the high temperature structure. The phase
purity of these samples was confirmed by X-ray diffraction using a
Panalytical X-Pert Pro powder X-ray diffractometer operating in
Bragg−Brentano geometry. This showed that the crystal was
hexagonal P63/mmc with lattice parameters a = b = 4.15125(3) Å
and c = 5.32774(8) Å. The composition was determined to be
Mn0.325(1)Ni0.324(1)Ga0.350(1) by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
conducted using a Zeiss SUPRA 55-VP scanning electron microscope
equipped with large area SDD EDX detector.
Sample Preparation. MnNiGa lamellae were prepared for this

experiment using an FEI NanoLab600 Helios Dual-Beam focused ion
beam (FIB) microscope equipped with an Omniprobe-200 micro-
manipulator. Samples of 10 × 10 μm2 MnNiGa were extracted from a
single grain using focused gallium ion-beam milling. The [001] easy-
axis was within 7° to face normal. The lamellae were thinned to 200
nm thickness and mounted over 3 m diameter sample apertures ion
milled into 200 nm Si3Ni4 windows, coated with 600 nm of gold, as
shown in Figure 1b. The gold was deposited by magnetron sputtering,
with 20 nm thick chromium seed layers deposited for every 100 nm of
gold. A reference slit of width 20 nm and length 6 μm was cut 3.5 μm
from the center of the sample aperture, using the focused ion beam.
X-ray Holography. X-ray holography was undertaken on the

COMET instrument at the SEXTANTS beamline at SOLEIL, using
the holography with extended reference by autocorrelation linear
differential operator (HERALDO) method. Magnetic contrast was
generated by exploiting X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
at the L3 absorption edge of Mn at 637 eV and of Ni at 852 eV. Far
field diffraction patterns formed via the interference of the sample and
reference aperture were recorded using a 2048 × 2048 pixel charge-
coupled device (CCD). The X-ray polarization was controlled with an
HU44 APPLE II undulator.
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